Chair Reports

Advisor
• New advisor: Nick Oleksy will replace Ann Marie Palmer.

Chair
• For Outreach Chairs: need dates for flyer printing and graphics to be published.
• Chalking: nothing has been written in Golden Rule handbook prohibiting this, can be proposed.
• In case of absence of committee members, please give advanced notice.

Research
• Greek outreach – met with IFC and Councils 2 weeks ago
  ○ Informed members of AEP, but would also like to contact Presidents (possibly Risk Managers) - contact information is listed on FSL website – discuss Standards of Excellence.
• Will be putting in graphic request to promote GRRC.

Old Business
• Defining "drugs"
  ○ Possible definition: "A substance that effects the central nervous system causing changes in behavior or any other physiological effect."
     • Potential language: “Inappropriate use”
  ○ Proposed: “Misconduct due to the inappropriate use of any drug, with the exception of alcohol.”
     • Committee would like to keep “with the exception of alcohol” because "drugs" definition would include alcohol – this clarifies that student will not be charged with 2 violations (10.e. and 11.c.) for same act.
  ○ 10a&b. Nick will be providing rationale to possibly change to combine these.

• 50 year celebration
  ○ Guidelines: Short, nothing too elaborate.
  ○ Michael, Nick & Elizabeth will get original book through Patricia MacKown and/or visit archives

New Business
• Code of Conduct section
  ○ Will discuss Student Conduct Appeals (p.29-31)

Meeting Adjourned: 2:46 PM